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My Advisor, Dear Sprott

Models

- Either explicitly or implicitly, most people are trying to understand the world by making models.
- A model is a simplified description of a complicated process (ideally amenable to mathematical analysis).
- “All models are wrong, but some are useful.” – George Box.
Sprott, Director of Wonder Of Physics, and he made the Wonder of My Visits
One year past soon, my advisor is always amiable, giving me the inspiration and guidance. We work together shoulder to shoulder, any academic problems he is always there and check himself. His time, energy and passion for scientific research is amazing, and I can not resist this power a while ……
In my visiting period of more than one year, my advisor knocked at my door twice, one to see if I was settle well down, one called me hastily to the ice cream festival
My advisor is both my academic partner and my friend in my life. The days playing tennis with my advisor are also my best memories when I visited United States.
A Poem to My Advisor

- We played tennis under the cloud
- We discussed the academic questions under the rain
- We say good bye day and day
- But your figure is always in my memory everyday
- You are always friendly to help everyone around you
- You are so modest and industrious to help boldfaced young guy like me
- My soul is getting richer day after day
- Because you, I feel the nice of life in our days
- You give us the unlimited love and help to make us graceful
- Your life is full of energy and love, you are great and tall
- I am a visiting scholar from outboard
- While I am in your sun all in all
- Hope the days continue and forever be there
- Hope the sky and cloud bring my memory to you everywhere
My Living in USA.
Last spring, I was in downtown
This year, I'm in your arms, beautiful Eagle Heights
ESL class is one of our daily programmes, but English is still far away from me
Physics Library is the place I visited frequently
The seminar on every Tuesday is fantastic and it exceeded our understanding and imagination of the seminar, the theme is very wide, from Wisconsin climate evolution to Mayan prophecy, almost all are included, which makes your thought broad.
The activities organized by church are the basic parts, which should be mentioned in Madison. IFC Judy led us to visit a local brewery in Madison and taste the local beer, which brought back great moments in my memory in 2007, Germany. Yes, teeth in sun!
My Academic Trip
No.1 Dynamics Days US 2013, Denver
No.2 School on Hands-on Research in Complex Systems
7.1 2013 – 7.19 2013
Trieste, Italy
School on Hands-on Research in Complex Systems
7.1 2013 – 7.19 2013
Trieste, Italy
Other Seen
No.1  Cold Weather and Ice Fishing
No.2 Chorus increase the fun for the Chinese Spring Festival
No.3 Wonder of Physics, Once A Year
No.4 Science Night
Middle School, Once A Year
No.5  International Day in Hamilton Middle School---
Humanistic Dialogue among International students
No.6 Engineering EXPO
Biennial, Scientific Feast for Schoolchildren
Postscript

• Visiting is always a visit, but the friendship will last for ever
• Academic research is only a part of our life, but the process and attitude in it reflects the layer color of our personality
• The existence of life lie in those activities, which bring our deep memory and change our life style